4. N. 4. (U) WITH REGARD TO EMPLOYMENT OF THE M86 PDM, COALITION MEMBERS MAY BE CONSTRAINED BY OTTAWA CONVENTION INTERPRETATIONS. WHILE THIS IS NOT A LIMITATION ON U.S. FORCES AUTHORIZED TO USE THE M86 PDM, THE AFFECTS OF THE CONVENTION MUST BE CONSIDERED DURING MISSION PLANNING. FOR EXAMPLE, SOME COALITION PARTNERS MAY BE PROHIBITED FROM TRANSPORTING US FORCES TO MISSIONS WHILE THOSE FORCES ARE CARRYING M86 PDMS.

5. DEFINITIONS.
9. (U) ALL COMMANDERS WILL BE INSTRUCTED TO ENSURE THEIR PERSONNEL ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT AND WITH THESE ROE. IF OPERATIONALLY REQUIRED, SUBORDINATE COMMANDERS WILL PROMULGATE ADDITIONAL ROE/AMPLIFIED ROE GUIDANCE APPLICABLE TO UNITS UNDER THEIR COMMAND AND WILL SUBMIT THEM TO CDRUSCENTCOM FOR REVIEW APPROVAL. COMMANDERS WILL BE INSTRUCTED TO ENSURE THAT MODIFIED OR SUPPLEMENTAL ROE:

9.A. (U) REMAIN COMPATIBLE WITH THE INTENT OF THESE ROE.

9.B. (U) RESULT IN MORE DEFINITIVE GUIDANCE TO SUBORDINATE COMMANDERS.

9.C. (U) DO NOT IMPAIR THE COMMANDER'S INHERENT RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE.
9. D. (U) PGCs ARE CCJ3: LT CO\\(b\)(3), (b)(b) OR LT COL (b)(3), (b)(6) CFH: (b)(2), (b)(6) (DSN); TAMPA (b)(2), (b)(6) (DSN); CCJ3- (b)(2) ; CCJ2: CDR (b)(3), (b)(6), CFH: (b)(2) (DSN); TAMPA: (b)(2) (DSN);

   (b)(3), (b)(6), (b)(2)
   ; CCJA: LTCO\\(b\)(3), (b)(6) OR CDR (b)(3), (b)(6) CFH:
   (b)(2), (b)(6) (DSN); TAMPA: (b)(2), (b)(6) (DSN);

10. (U) SUMMARY OF MOD 002 INCORPORATED CHANGES:

10.A. (G//REL)

10.B. (U) PARAGRAPH 1. CHANGED WORD "BELIEVED" TO "SUPPOSED" TO CLARIFY MEANING.
AMP/01(6) RULES OF ENGAGEMENT SERIAL ONE/ENDURING FREEDOM NEO ROE.//
REF/S/MSG/CJCS/051547ZNOV01//
AMP/01(6) SPECIAL FORCES ROE.//
REF/T/MSG/CJCS/271250ZCCT01//
AMP/01(6) SPECIAL FORCES ORDER.//
REF/A/M/DOC/CJCS/151500JAN06//
AMP/01(6) CJCS MANUAL 3160.01A, JOINT METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING COLLATERAL DAMAGE AND CASUALTIES FOR CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS, PRECISION, UNGUIDED, AND CLUSTER, AS IMPLEMENTED BY USCENTCOM 191500JAN06.//
REF/F/MSG/USCENTCOM/181500ZNOV06//
AMP/01(6) USCENTCOM POLICY ON THE JOINT METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING COLLATERAL DAMAGE AND CASUALTIES FOR CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS MOD 003.//
REF/W/MSG/USCENTCOM FW/232155ZMAR03//
AMP/01(6) CFC CROSS BORDER GUIDANCE.//
REF/X/MSG/USCENTCOM/270148ZSEP03//
AMP/01(6) CFC FRAGO 07-215 CJTF-180 LIMITED TARGETING AUTHORITY.//
REF/Y/MSG/USCENTCOM/302320ZSEP03//
AMP/01(6) USCENTCOM GREEN ON GREEN MESSAGE.//
REF/Z/MSG/CJCS/032132ZMAR04//
AMP/01(6) CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES FOR SCREENING AND PROCESSING PERSONS DETAINED BY THE DOD IN CONNECTION WITH THE WAR ON TERRORISM.//
REF/A/A/MSG/CJCS/262129ZJUL05//NOTAL//
AMP/01(6) CJCS EXORD FOR OPERATIONS AGAINST THE AL QAIDA NETWORK (AQN EXORD).//
REF/A/B/MSG/USCENTCOM/231606ZDEC05//
AMP/01(6) USCENTCOM CIVILIAN AND CONTRACTOR ARMING POLICY, RULES FOR THE USE OF FORCE, AND DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY FOR IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN.//
REF/A/C/MSG/USCENTCOM/042111ZCCT06//
AMP/01(6) STAGE FOUR TOA MESSAGE THAT DIRECTS US FORCES NATO OPCON TO ISAF TO FOLLOW ISAF ROE FOR MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT.//
REF/AD/MSG/USCENTCOM/311330ZMAR07//
AMP/01(6) REL TO USA ISAF NATO REFERENCE OF USCENTCOM LIMITED TARGETING AUTHORITY (LTA) PROCEDURES FOR OEF.//
REF/A/E/MSG/USCENTCOM/051500ZAPR07//
AMP/01(6) REL TO USA ISAF NATO MOD 001 TO REFERENCE OF USCENTCOM LIMITED TARGETING AUTHORITY (LTA) PROCEDURES FOR OEF.//
POC/ POC/ (b)(2), (b)(3), (b)(6)
GENTEXT/RMK/S/